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Hello and welcome to the Trees for Bellevue Tree Giveaway Webinar. I’m Christean Jenkins, the Urban Forestry Specialist for the City of Bellevue.



Agenda
▪ Overview of the Tree Giveaway

▪ Trees in Bellevue

▪ Choosing the Right Tree

▪ Resources
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In this webinar I’ll talk about our tree giveaway program, why we have tree related programs like the giveaway, how to choose the right tree for the right place, and resources that are available to you.  



Trees in Bellevue



Tree City USA
▪ Since 1990

▪ Growth Award 

for the last 30 

years!
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We have been a Tree City USA city since 1990. We qualify for this by having programs, such as an observance of arbor day among several other standards. We have also applied and been awarded the Growth Award for the last 30 years. This is an annual award that we apply for each year and we need to show consistent growth and investment in our urban forestry programming to receive this award.



Environmental Stewardship Plan
▪ Achieve 40% city-wide 

canopy by 2050

▪ More than 70% of tree 

planting area is on private 

property
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The City of Bellevue has a strategic plan that acts as a roadmap for environmental stewardship goals and actions called the Environmental Stewardship Plan. There is a Natural Systems portion of the plan that outlines different actions that we want to take to reach goals that we have set, including different actions dedicated to forestry and achieving our goal of 40% tree canopy cover in the city by 2050. When we look at possible areas to plant in Bellevue we see that the greatest amount of planting area is on private property, more specifically on residential land.



▪ Plant (estimated) 75,000 
trees by 2050

OR

▪ Every household plants a 
tree

AND

▪ Protect existing trees

6 Meeting our Goals
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This is why holding a tree giveaway makes sense. We estimate that we’d be well on our way to achieving our goal if every household planted a tree before 2050 while also protecting existing trees.



▪ Sequester carbon

▪ Clean air and water

▪ Improve physical and 
mental health

▪ Cool the city

7 Why Trees?
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Trees provide many benefits to individuals and the city as a whole in various ways- spanning from public health to ecosystem services. You can think of trees like sponges that help clean pollution from the air and water. These ecosystem services can result in savings as illustrated on the right. There are also many scientific studies that show that trees are really good for our health and childhood development. They cool off the city and can help keep buildings cool which is important when so many homes don’t have air conditioning. These are just a few of the many benefits and values that trees provide.



Volunteer Opportunities

• Eco-Fridays

• Groups and businesses

• Stewardship Saturdays

• Individuals, families, 

community groups
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If you or a group you’re part of is interested in volunteering to help our natural areas, look for these monthly opportunities where volunteers help maintain our public spaces by removing invasive weeds and planting. 



Volunteer Opportunities
▪ Bellevue Naturalists

▪ Training on many environmental topics

▪ Up to 100 hours of service over 2 years

▪ Neighborhood Tree Ambassadors

▪ Training to help educate community members

▪ 40+ hours (training, tree tour/personal project, 

volunteer events) over one year
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If you decide you want to be more involved and increase your knowledge, consider joining the Bellevue Naturalists or the Neighborhood Tree Ambassador Program. Bellevue Naturalists receive training in a wide variety of areas and have a lot of options for how they complete their 100 hours of service. Tree Ambassadors focus on trees specifically and get out into their neighborhoods and talk with folks about trees and the environment. They complete personal projects, such as neighborhood tree tours. 



Volunteer with the Giveaway!
▪ Pickup event in October

▪ Greeting participants

▪ Loading cars

▪ Planting assistance

▪ Potential parks opportunity 
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Another way to help is with the City of Bellevue’s Tree Giveaway. We’ll be hosting a pickup event in October. We need volunteers to help greet giveaway participants and load trees and accessories into vehicles. We offer planting assistance to participants who are not able to physically plant their tree. If this is the case, we may need volunteers to plant trees a few days prior to the pickup event. The giveaway event will be part of a larger Arbor Day celebration that we host with the Parks Department. So there may be other opportunities to volunteer or learn from the Parks department. Stay tuned for more details.



Tree Giveaway



Tree Giveaway Program
▪ Yard trees, not street trees

▪ A variety of trees, small to large

▪ Residents can receive up to 2 trees

▪ Businesses and community organizations can 

receive up to 20 trees

▪ A complete application by August 31st  is required
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The City of Bellevue is giving away a variety of yard trees from small to large to increase canopy in the city and to encourage more people learn about the environment. Residents can receive 2 trees and community organizations can receive up to 20! Renters are eligible to receive trees with their property owner’s permission. Eligible businesses and organizations include faith-based institutions, schools, nonprofit organizations, and those that provide community benefits like language assistance or other community services,. We’re aiming to give away around 715 trees this year!



What do you receive?

▪ Trees

▪ Information on Tree Care

▪ (optional) watering bags, 

mulch, and We Love Our Trees 

yard sign

▪ Reminders about watering
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In addition to receiving trees, you’ll also get information on tree care and selection, watering bags, mulch, a yard sign, and reminders about watering. We really recommend watering bags and mulch. Watering bags allow you to water less often since the bags release water over several hours to provide soil saturation which is best for young trees. Mulch helps prevent water from evaporating and provides insulation.



Tree Canopy
▪ Goal: 40% tree canopy by 2050

▪ Current: 39% average
▪ Varies by neighborhood

▪ Possible planting area (PPA) is 
mostly on private property

▪ Suburban residential land – 76% PPA

▪ Urban residential land - 5% PPA

14
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We know people in Bellevue are really passionate about trees and are thinking about how to increase canopy but canopy isn’t equal across the city. In some places, like downtown, there just isn’t room for as many trees. Some of the places with lower canopy could use a lot more trees in yards because those communities aren’t seeing the same benefits from trees as other neighborhoods. 



Tree Equity ▪ Trees are not equally 

distributed

▪ Neighborhoods with fewer 

trees usually:

▪ Are high in racial diversity

▪ Have poorer health 

outcomes

▪ Are hotter (from urban heat 

island)

▪ Less access to parks and 

open spaces

Neighborhood
Total Area 

(Acres)

UTC 

(Acres)
UTC %

% People 

of Color

BelRed 962 134 14% 36%

Bridle Trails 2,027 1038 51% 42%

Cougar  Mountain / Lakemont 2,369 1,230 52% 45%

Crossroads 815 251 31% 66%

Downtown 433 38 9% 31%

Eastgate 1,767 668 38% 54.9%

Factoria 389 78 20% 40%

Lake Hills 2,261 801 35% 50%

Newport 1,719 725 42% 28%

Northeast Bellevue 1,415 490 35% 38.9%

Northwest Bellevue 1,327 460 35% 22%

Somerset 1,313 585 45% 54.5%

West Bellevue 1,677 695 41% 37%

West Lake Sammamish 1,126 543 48% 34.4%

Wilburton 1,113 431 39% 54.8%

Woodridge 731 294 40% 51.5%

Totals 21,444 8,460 39%
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We see that neighborhoods with lower canopy tend to be more diverse and lower income. So, not everyone is getting the same benefits that trees provide and this is true across the country. When we studied other tree giveaways with the same challenges we discovered that tree giveaway participants have primarily been from neighborhoods with high canopy and tended to be white and higher income. That means that people and communities who would benefit the most aren’t able to get trees and that the gap in benefits is widening. These benefits are things like lower rates of asthma, lower utility bills, and cooler neighborhood temperatures.Trees won’t entirely fix these complex problems we see in neighborhoods, but it’s a start. Bellevue has a commitment to diversity. To reflect this, we need to try to balance out tree canopy and address those trends. We’ve been focusing our outreach efforts toward multilingual residents, as well as trying some other strategies like offering many sizes of trees and sharing information about some perceptions around trees. 



Tree Equity Score from American Forests

▪ Each census block group gets a 
score:

▪ Percentage of people below 200% 
poverty

▪ Unemployment rate

▪ Percentage of people who are not 
white

▪ Ratio of seniors and kids to working-
age adults

▪ Urban Heat Island severity

▪ Composite index of neighborhood 
health
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Let’s take a moment to understand how trees grow so we can make sure that we pick the right spot. Trees grow from the ends of branches only and grow taller from the branch called the central leader, which as you can guess in the center of the tree and is the tallest single branch. Each branch will get thicker in time, but not longer. That means that the height of a branch now will be the same height of the limb in 20 years. Roots grow similarly from the tips, but people are often surprised to learn that the majority of tree roots are in the top 18 inches of soil. This is where all the things trees need are found: water, nutrients, and air. Roots keep the tree stable so they won’t fall over and are generally at least as long as the tree is tall. That’s why enough root space is so important.



Choosing the Right Tree



How Trees Grow

▪ Shoots, roots, & trunks

▪ Seek water, nutrients, 

and air

Image:  West Lafayette Tree Friends
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Let’s take a moment to understand how trees grow so we can make sure that we pick the right spot. Trees grow from the ends of branches only and grow taller from the branch called the central leader, which as you can guess in the center of the tree and is the tallest single branch. Each branch will get thicker in time, but not longer. That means that the height of a branch now will be the same height of the limb in 20 years. Roots grow similarly from the tips, but people are often surprised to learn that the majority of tree roots are in the top 18 inches of soil. This is where all the things trees need are found: water, nutrients, and air. Roots keep the tree stable so they won’t fall over and are generally at least as long as the tree is tall. That’s why enough root space is so important.



How did we select trees?
▪ Native and future-native 

plants

▪ Current and future 

climate conditions

▪ Ease of maintenance

▪ Disease and insect 

resistance

▪ Adaptability to a variety 

of conditions

▪ Easy growing

▪ Appearance

▪ Regional availability

▪ Low likelihood of limb 

failure
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For this giveaway we wanted to make sure there was something here for everyone and that the trees we are offering are pretty easy to grow and maintain. While we love native plants, not all of them do well in the city so we made sure to pick ones that thrive in urban environments. We should note that the fruit trees will require a little more work because of how trees produce fruit and some susceptibility to disease. 



Tree Types Tree Species

Fruiting under 20’ Canadian reinette apple, Chicago 
hardy fig, Desert king fig, Lapins 
cherry

Decideous under 40’ Cascara, Japanese ivory silk lilac, 
Serviceberry

Evergreen 20’ Northern spire

Evergeen 21’- 40’ Shore pine, Southern magnolia ‘Edith 
Bogue’, Sweetbay magnolia 
‘Moonglow’

Evergeen over 40’ Douglas fir, Green giant arborvitae
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We picked specific categories of trees, such as decidiuous and evergreen and small, medium, and large trees. Here is a table showing the tree species that we are offering based on those categories.



Considerations

▪ Why are you planting this tree?

▪ What are your conditions?

▪ What are your preferences?
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We’re going to go into detail on three main questions you should be asking when you’re choosing a tree.What purpose do you have in mind for this tree?What are your conditions?What do you prefer?



Why do you want to plant a tree?
▪ Aesthetics or beauty

▪ Cool your neighborhood

▪ Food

▪ Ensure canopy for the future

▪ Privacy

▪ Memorialize a birth, death, or 

other event
Image Source: City of Melbourne, 2017
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Why do you want to plant a tree? There are many reasons and maybe it’s just because you like the way they look, but you can also consider them for their cooling power (This picture is a thermal image taken in a city that shows temperature differences. Note how cool the areas near trees are). Or maybe you’d like to have a barrier in your yard or see more birds. If birds are your focus, you may want to consider applying for a cascara since they produce fruit that birds eat. 



Privacy Screen Native Plants

Green Giant Arborvitae (Thuja standishii × plicata ‘Green 
Giant’)
Images: The Spruce

Serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifolia)
Images: Pierce County Conservation District

https://www.thespruce.com/green-giant-arborvitae-guide-5199047
https://www.piercenativeplantsale.com/store/p90/Western-Serviceberry.html
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The purpose of trees will change which ones we choose. Here is an example of someone who wanted more privacy versus someone who wanted spring blooms and habitat. 



Energy Bill Savings

Image: Purdue 
University

Well-placed trees help 

save up to 30%
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I’ve talked about cooling, but here is a photo of what it looks like for a building and your energy bill. If you’re looking to save on your bill or just use less energy, medium or large deciduous trees on the south or west side of a building are great options. 



What are your Conditions?
▪ Soil: Sand, loam, clay

▪ Light: sun, shade, a mix

▪ Space: horizontal, vertical, underground

▪ Other conditions: wet or dry, on a slope
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What are your conditions? The main ones to think about here are soil, sun, space, and any special conditions like slopes.



Conditions: Soil

Sandy soil does not stick 
together and water drains 
quickly
Image

A healthy mix of silt, sand, 
and clay. 
Image

Clay soil packs together and 
water drains very slowly
Image

LOAMSAND CLAY

https://sprinklerrepairbayarea.com/which-sprinklers-are-best-for-sandy-soil/
https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/garden-how-to/soil-fertilizers/what-is-loam-soil.htm
https://www.humicgreen.com/best-soil-amendment-for-clay-soil/
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Soil is very important and will be your tree’s home. It influences how much you need to water and fertilize as well as which trees will grow best. Soils vary a lot around the city. You might have very sandy soil that feels rough when wet, silty soil that feels smooth and fine, or clay soil that sticks together. Loam is a mixture of these types. Consider how well your soil drains. Is your garden soil still wet 4 or 5 days after it rains? If so, you probably have slow drainage.



Conditions: Light
▪ Full Sun: 6+ hours per day

▪ Part Sun/Part Shade: 3-6 hours 

per day

▪ Shade: 3 or fewer hours per 

day

Image: McKay’s Nursery Blog

https://www.mckaynursery.com/mckay-green-tips/sunlight-guide1/
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For sun, full sun is considered 6+ hours a day. Most of the trees will be pretty happy in part sun, especially if they get a little protection from our strong afternoon sun, but most do well in full sun too. Please don’t plant your small trees in really heavy shade.



Tree Soil Light Water

Canadian reinette apple All types, well draining Full sun Moderate – high

Chicago hardy fig All types, well draining Full sun to part sun Moderate – high

Desert king fig All types, well draining Full sun to part sun Moderate – high
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Here is a table showing requirements for soil and light, as well as water. Some trees require more water than others. Soil, light exposure, and access to a water source (hose, watering bags etc.)  should be kept in mind when you look at the watering needs of each tree. We’ll start with fruit trees, move to deciduous trees, and then move into semi-evergreen and evergreen trees.  We see that fruit trees tend to require more water and sun.



Tree Soil Light Water

Lapins cherry All types, well draining Full sun Moderate – high

Cascara All types, tolerance for wet 
sites

Full sun to part shade Moderate – high

Japanese ivory silk All types, well draining Full sun Moderate
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Here are more trees with a high sun and water requirement. Please note that Cascara is one of the few trees that we are offering that can tolerate wet sites. Keep this mind if you have soil that doesn’t drain well. 



Tree Soil Light Water

Serviceberry All types, well draining Full sun to part sun Moderate 

Northern spire All types, tolerance for wet 
sites

Full sun to part shade Low – Moderate 

Shore pine All types, well draining Full sun Low
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Northern spire is another species to consider if you have a wet site. We’ve seen full sun to part shade and full to part sun used to describe light needs. What’s the difference? Both require about 4 hours - 6 hours of sunlight. Part shade is referring to sun exposure toward the beginning of the day (before noon) and part sun is referring to sun exposure mid-day. 



Tree Soil Light Water

Southern magnolia All types, well draining Full sun to part shade Moderate 

Sweetbay magnolia All types, well draining Full sun to part shade Moderate 
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You may notice that as we get to these semi-evergreen and evergreen trees, the watering needs tend to be lower than the deciduous trees we saw previously. 



Tree Soil Light Water

Douglas fir All types, well draining Full sun to part sun Low

Green giant arborvitae All types, well draining Full sun to part shade Low – Moderate 
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No text



Conditions: Space
▪ Consider mature tree size (height 

& width)

▪ Ensure proper distance from

▪ Overhead & underground utilities - 

call 811 before you dig 

▪ Nearby structure

▪ Roads, sidewalks, and corners

▪ Other trees
Southern Magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora)
Image:  Queen of Seaford
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With space, the two most important things are the mature size of your tree and underground utilities. For mature size, you can use your house to visualize. A normal residential story is 10 feet from floor to floor. This can help you think about how tall the tree will get so you know you have enough room. For utilities, I can’t emphasize this enough- call 811 before you dig. I repeat, call 811 before you dig! It will take them about 2 days to mark out your ultilities. That way you can avoid things like gas lines when you’re planting, but also you can space your tree at least 10 feet from utilities which is good for both your tree and your utilities. 



Tree Growth Per Year Time to Reach 
Mature Height

Mature  Height Mature Width

Canadian reinette 
apple

Unknown,  most 
apple trees grow 
2 – 3 feet

Under 10 years 15 feet Unknown

Chicago hardy fig 1 – 2 feet  30 years 12 feet 10 feet

Desert king fig Up to 2 feet 30 years 10 feet 12 feet

Lapins cherry About 1 foot 10 – 15 years 20 feet 15 feet

Cascara 2 feet Within 10 years 15 – 35 feet 30 feet
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Here we see the mature size and growth rate for the various trees. In the past participants have worried about having a very large tree in a short amount of time. To help ease concern, the growth rate and how much the tree will grow over a 20-year time period is listed here. Each of the time periods is the amount of growth from when you received the tree inititally to that time period. For instance…



Tree Growth 
Per year

Time to Reach 
Mature Height

Mature  Height Mature Width

Japanese ivory silk 
lilac

1 – 2 feet 10 – 20  years 25 feet 20 feet

Serviceberry 1 – 2 feet Within 10 years 20 feet 20 feet

Northern spire 1 – 2 feet 15 – 20 years 20 feet 6 feet

Shore pine 1 foot 20 – 40 years 45 feet 30 feet

Southern magnolia 1 – 2 feet 10 – 20 years 40 feet 16 feet

Sweetbay 
magnolia 

2 feet 10 – 15 years 35 feet 15 feet

Douglas fir 1 – 2 feet 150 years 100 - 200 feet 20 feet

Green giant 
arborvitae

3 – 5 feet 10 years 60 feet 20 feet
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We see that the fruit and deciduous trees lsited here don’t grow super tall or wide. If you’re wanting a tree for shade, you may want to consider an evergreen instead.  We do have some that will grow to be quite tall, but we also have some smaller species.Please note, that all trees will be provided in 5 gallon buckets with the exception of our fruit trees that will given away in 7 gallon buckets. Most trees are around 4 feet to 8 feet tall when we distribute them to you  in October.



Wrong Tree Wrong Place

Image:  Independent Tree Co.Image:  US Sun
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Here’s some examples of people who didn’t quite think things through. We want to make sure no street signs or lights or sidewalks that are being blocked by your tree. The plants shown here were probably fine when they were young, but the mature size was probably bigger than expected.



Wrong Tree Wrong Place

Image:  The Tree CenterImage:  The Lawn Starter
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Keep your trees at least 5 feet from property lines. This will help you be a good neighbor and avoid trees growing around other objects. If you have powerlines in your yard, trees need to have a mature height under 25 feet. The right place to plant your tree is in your yard. Not along the street, not in a park, and not in a container.



What are your preferences?
▪ Aesthetic: spring flowers, fall color, fruit, shape

▪ Future plans: how much shade do you want in your yard?

▪ Maintenance: fall raking or small tasks, pruning
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Your preferences influence aesthetic, future plans, and maintenance. Consider your ability, comfort level, knowledge, and budget for performing maintenance yourself versus hiring a certified arborist.



What are your preferences?

Image:  Oregon State Extension Image:  Plantmaster
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If you’re looking for shade but find autumn raking to be a bother, consider a conifer. They’re our hardest working trees for our environment for wind, water, and habitat. If you want winter sun, consider a bigger deciduous tree. Don’t be afraid to choose a big tree because you’ll get the more of a benefit compared to a small tree and you’ll be more likely to be selected for a tree. If you choose a small tree when you have space for a large one, you could be denying a small tree to someone who only has room for a small tree.Are you looking for a native tree that’s valuable for native birds and small mammals? Consider the shore pine. Do you have space for a larger tree and still want a tree that is valuable to native animals, consider a Douglas fir. 



What are your preferences?

Image:  Univeristy of Nebraska 
Lincoln

Image:  Medico1849
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Do you want a tree that produces flowers and that birds love- try the lilac silk tree. What about a flowering tree that will eventually be drought tolerant- consider the sweetbay magnolia.  Despite having a preference for swampy moist soil, it will be drought tolerant once it is fully established. Sweetbay magnolias have dark glossy leaves year round and beautiful showy white flowers that bloom in early summer.



Additional Considerations
▪ HOA or neighborhood 

association 

requirements

▪ Views: consider using 

trees to frame your view, 

not block it

▪ NGPA, Steep Slope, ECA, 

wetlands and waterways

Image:  Shelia Brown
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Some additional things to consider are HOA restrictions. Some have restrictions on blocking views or tree height or species . If there are no restrictions, but you’re concerned about your views- having views doesn’t have to mean no trees. You can be intentional about framing rather than blocking a view to maintain canopy. If you live in a critical area, such as a natural growth protection area, steep slope, or along a wetland or waterway, please call up development services. They have all the information on any restrictions there might be. 



Fruit Trees
▪ Full sun or your fruit won’t ripen

▪ Trees will produce enough for a 

household with one tree, but will 

produce more with two trees

▪ Pruning needs of fruit trees are 

very different than other trees

▪ Need more water to produce 

healthy, juicy fruit
Image:  Northern Ridge Nursery
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Here are some final points on fruit trees. They do require a bit more maintenance. Fruit trees must have full sun and more water than other trees to grow and ripen fruit. The fruit trees we offer are self fertile and will produce enough for your household, but will do better with a second tree (sometimes the same species, sometime a different specific species). Keep in mind that pruning requirements are more frequent and very different from other trees.



Basic Tree Care
▪ Learn to properly 

plant a tree by 

watching our video

▪ Water

▪ Fertilizer

▪ Pruning

Image:  CalRecycle
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If you want to change your tree type, that’s not a big deal, just email me and let me know that. As for basic care, learn to plant a tree the right way by watching our video that is on our website and the application. Young trees need water. Trees will get plenty in the winter, but if you are using a watering bag, you should plan on filling up your watering bag at least once a week from May to the end of September and more often if it’s really hot for the first 3 summers. You only need to water when it’s really hot in years four and five. 



How to Prune Trees
▪ If you want to learn to prune yourself:

▪ City of Bellevue guide

▪ PlantAmnesty

▪ Has video guides for many types of tree (including 

fruit trees!) in English and Spanish 

▪ ISA Certified Arborists

▪ We recommend hiring tree companies or 

individuals with this certification and expertise

Left: City of Bellevue 
Pruning Guide

Bottom: Incorrectly 
pruned shrubs via 
PlantAmnesty
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Tree pruning should begin around year 3 or 4 once your tree has started to grow. This early pruning in particular will influence the shape of the tree for it’s whole life and can help it grow in a healthy way and minimize maintenance costs later. The reason we prune trees in cities in the first place is to make sure we can live safely alongside trees. In nature, it doesn’t matter if a limb falls, but in the city it does and maintenance is the best preventative measure you can take. You can learn to prune young and small trees yourself if you prefer.



When to Call a Professional Arborist
▪ When pruning if:

▪ You need a ladder or to climb

▪ A branch is more than 3”

▪ Or if:

▪ You notice new mushrooms, holes, or creaking

▪ Newly moved in or don’t know when the last assessment was

▪ A large tree needs pruning or overhangs a building
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But when do you call a professional? If your feet need to leave the ground, a branch is more than 3 inches in diameter, or if the tree shows signs of potential illness call an arborist.We recommend an ISA certified arborist because ISA certification is the standard for the industry and you really do have to be an expert to get it. Trees typically should be assessed every 5 years or so. Pruning will be less frequent and less costly if you’ve shaped the tree properly when its young.Another time to call an arborist is if there’s extreme weather like an ice storm or if you notice new hollow places or lots of dead branches, especially if your tree overhangs a building. You should call an arborist to safely assess and treat any damage or disease.



Resources



Resources
Ask a King County Master Gardener or expert at the Oregon State 

University Extension Service

For reliable plant information in PNW: Great Plant Picks

Find an arborist through PNW ISA or Trees are Good arborist 

directories or get a referral from PlantAmnesty

PlantAmnesty: service referrals, pruning guidance videos (English 

and Spanish), pruning assistance 

https://extension.wsu.edu/king/ask-a-master-gardener/
https://extension.oregonstate.edu/ask-expert
https://extension.oregonstate.edu/ask-expert
https://www.greatplantpicks.org/plantlists/view/966
https://online.flippingbook.com/view/1023233472/
https://www.treesaregood.org/
https://www.plantamnesty.org/services/
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Here are some resources that are available for you. If you have any questions, not just about trees but any plant or any gardening questions, you can contact the King County Master Gardener service which is a part of the Washington State Extension or you can consult expert at the Oregon State University extension.If you are looking for answers into questions like what plants will grow well underneath conifers and dry shades try using the Great Plant Picks website. You can put your conditions into a search tool.This is a really great website for suggestion of plants that grow really well in the Pacific Northwest.If you are looking for an arborist. You can use the Pacific Northwest chapter of the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) or theTrees Are good arborist directories through the Arbor Day Foundation. You can also get a referral from Plant Amnesty. This is a local area nonprofit that specializes in tree pruning. They provide service referrals, pruning guidance videos (so that you can learn yourself), pruning classes, and pruning assistance. 



City Resources
For tree care resources for the City of Bellevue and tree giveaway 

updates: www.BellevueWA.gov/Trees 

If you might live in a critical area Development Services: 425-452-

6800 or permits@BellevueWA.gov

Parks department volunteer opportunities can be found under 

“Environmental Stewardship Volunteer Opportunities”

Contact Christean by calling 425-452-7909 or email 

Trees@BellevueWA.gov

http://www.bellevuewa.gov/Trees
https://bellevuewa.gov/volunteering/environmental-stewardship
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As far as city resources…You can check our website at BellevueWA.gov/Trees for information on tree care and the Tree Giveaway.If you think you may live in a critical area, you should call or email the city’s Development Services Department. If you are interested in volunteering, Our Parks Department has environmental stewardship opportunities listed on their webpage (Environmental Stewardship Volunteer Opportunities).You can always call or email me with your questions.



Fruit Tree Resources
City Fruit – help with pruning and care resources

Western Cascade Fruit Society: wcfs.org

Northwest Washington Fruit Research Foundation: 

www.nwfruit.org 

Cloud Mountain Farm Center – Growing Tips

https://www.cityfruit.org/learn-more
https://wcfs.org/
http://www.nwfruit.org/
https://www.cloudmountainfarmcenter.org/education/grow-tips/
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We are fortunate to have some fruit tree specific resources in our region. City Fruit has a lot of help with pruning and care as do the western cascade fruit society, northwest Washington fruit research foundation, and the cloud mountain farm center



Thank you to our Partners & Sponsors

• City of Bellevue Parks & Community Services

• 300 Trees

• Amazon

CJenkins
Sticky Note
Thank you very much to our partners and sponsors.



Questions?
Email: trees@ bellevuewa.gov

CJenkins
Sticky Note
Thank you for listening! Feel free to email with questions. 
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